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A Word From Ellon ...

!

Welcome everyone to our first
newsletter for 2014.
It has been a busy start and much
has been achieved in our first term. I
hope all the new families are starting
to feel at home and part of the
Periwinkle community.
Our first coming together was the
Parent Curriculum night and all staff
were delighted to have the opportunity
to work with you in deepening our
understanding of the curriculum and
how it impacts on the children’s
development.
We certainly dived in, looking at the
question of television and the role it
has or doesn’t have in the early years
of a child’s development. It was a
lively, interactive evening. I think all of
us came home enriched from the
experience. Certainly all staff had a
feeling of gratitude to have the
opportunity to walk with you and your
child through these early years of
learning. (Please read Shep’s account
of the evening below).
Our second coming together was
the Working Bee. It was inspirational to
see so many enthusiastic and
committed workers, and so much
achieved for Periwinkle in a very short
time. It was also another opportunity to
forge friendships as we worked
together and got to know each other a
little better.

!
!
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Then came our Autumn Festival. It
was wonderful for us to be able to
gather and celebrate as a community.
The food we all shared and enjoyed
together really touched me as I
watched the children satisfy their
appetites and delight in all that was
offered. How privileged we are that
our children appreciate and enjoy
such wholesome, nourishing, healthy
foods. To present such an abundance
of fresh produce to Liberation Larder,
was heart warming.
Clive Minton’s talk was also another
night of sharing and very informative
for all who were able to come. (Please
read Sher’s contribution).
Now the holiday is here! I do hope
you all have a restful, peaceful break
and are able to enjoy the gorgeous
autumn weather we are having.
We look forward to the children’s
return in the week beginning the 28
April.

!

Warmest Regards,
Ellon
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Autumn festival 2014

On Wednesday 26 March
Periwinkle families gathered for our
Autumn Festival celebration.
With our harvest table abundant
and the feast table brimming with
deliciously prepared food, the scene
was set! Together we enjoyed a
puppet show, Autumn songs and
planting herbs and flowers in the
garden. The shared meal was
thoroughly enjoyed and families
took the opportunity to catch up
with each other and to meet new
friends.
All produce on our harvest table
was gifted to our friends at
Liberation Larder.
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Autumn festival 2014

Little Seeds

!

(author unknown)

Little seeds in the tree so high
Did you hear the whisper
of Autumn passing by
Little seed, little seed
Now it’s time to fly
Little Seed, little seed
Now it’s time to fly
So, they…popped!
And they burst!
And they tumbled down…
So, they…popped!
And they burst!
And they tumbled down
To Mother Earth’s warm gown
To Mother Earth’s warm gown
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Autumn festival 2014
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Parent Night

Through the eyes of a first timer
by Shep Huntly Shepard

I am a new parent. I am the father of a 3
year old girl. I feel like a real novice.
Daunted, frustrated, amazed and grateful
every day.
When Ellon asked me to write down my
experience of the 1st Term parent night I
felt equal measures of honour and dread. Is
this a test? Will I fail, or succeed?
Mixing with the parents of other children
is often met with a sense of quiet anxiety.
Until bonds are formed and like-minded
souls identified, I think most parents must
ask themselves if they will have anything in
common with other parents.
These fears were quickly allayed as we
were welcomed into the Periwinkle space
with smiles, love and laughter.
Ellon asked us to be seated in a circle
and told us to put ourselves into the
headspace of our children. Ellon lowered
her voice and proceeded to tell us the story
of a little turtle, a simple tale of a journey,
with trials and challenges along the way,
relief and celebration at the end. Relief at
overcoming the challenges, and celebration
at reaching the destination.
We were then split into small groups and
asked to discuss the story. How did it make
us feel? Did we create images in our
minds? What was our relationship to the
story and to the storyteller?
After a few minutes we were called back
into the circle where we discussed people’s
responses. The consensus was that it was a
beautiful story told in a simple way that
encouraged engagement and imagination.
Then we were told we were going to hear
another story, told in a different way. A
table was carried with reverence into the
circle, a cloth covered the objects on the
table. A sense of anticipation had us
leaning forward on our chairs. I heard
someone whisper, ‘It’s a puppet show’.
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The cloth was removed to reveal….. wait
for it……a computer!! Screen open, the
image was frozen on a Disney fairytale.
We watched a section of Sleeping
Beauty. It was a particularly loud and scary
section. I don’t think it was chosen at
random. I think it was chosen to make a
point. It succeeded.
After a few minutes Ellon asked the
group, ‘Is that enough?’. Everyone
answered to a resounding chorus
of YES!
Then the obvious, perhaps too obvious,
exercise began of comparing the two
mediums.
The differences were immense and
intense. It was like comparing Rambo IV
to Playschool or World War III to a kitten
playing with a ball of wool.
The demonstration had the desired
effect. We all understood very clearly that
a story told by a human is a much more
engaging and enriching experience than
sitting passively watching a screen.
Towards the end of the evening as the
comparison was still sinking in, we were
absolved. We were told if our children had
screen time we were not to feel guilt
about it. Ellon actually congratulated us on
the job we had done as parents so far.
However, it is important to become aware
of what is happening in the child’s
development. The child’s physical body is
still growing and developing in these early
years. It is important to understand that
every time you turn a screen on, you turn
your child’s imagination off.
I found the evening informative and
rewarding. I will approach the next parent
information night at Periwinkle with an
open heart and an open mind, knowing
that my child is in the care of people who
care about her and the way she is raised.
I want to thank all the staff at
Periwinkle for their forethought, their
dedication and most of all for their love of
our children.!!

!
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Many Hands Make Light Work
Autumn Working bee
Cyndi Harris

On the 22 of March around 20 Periwinkle
families came to the first working bee of the
year. The weather was perfect. It was terrific
to see old friends and also to meet many
new families. The garden became a hive of
activity!
The to-do list was long and ambitious, but
not surprisingly every item was crossed off
at the end of the day. We moved seven cubic
meters of soft fall, dug and turned sand in
the sand pit, spread compost and mulch
across the garden beds, pulled weeds, fixed
screens, cleaned gutters, windows, filters,
skylights and much more! However, the day
was not all work and no play!
We paused to share a lovely morning tea
and do a bit of socialising. You can always
count on enjoying healthy and delicious
food at a Periwinkle event.
A huge and warm thank you to everyone
who participated and shared their tools,
and thank you also to the Periwinkle staff
who came to help on their day off. Working
bees are a vital part of the ongoing
maintenance and up-keep of the preschool
and we are very grateful for your
participation.
Our own children's journey at Periwinkle
has come to and end as they have moved
on to ‘big school’. It's now time for our
family to hand over the role of Maintenance
Coordinator. We have so enjoyed our time in
this role, and valued being part of a vibrant
parent Management Committee.
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We have learned new skills, built
friendships with staff and other families,
and have been part of a wider community
effort in running and caring for this
beautiful preschool.
Wishing you and your child a joyful
Periwinkle journey.
Warm regards,
Cyndi and Daniel Harris
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A reflection on the clive
minton talk
by
Sher Manu

I found the talk with Clive Minton on
the evening of the 26 March really
interesting. I particularly enjoyed his
sincerity when speaking about children.
He spoke from the heart and
enlightened us on the importance of many
things, especially sleep & appetite in the
young child.
He also mentioned the 'Three Nevers'
which have certainly stuck in my head:

!

1) Never ask a child a question
2) Never do for a child what they can
do for themselves
3) When it comes to children, never say
never!

Milliana’s birthday rose

!

Clive reminded us that children take in
all impressions. They are an open book.
He spoke of the importance of routine,
regularity and predictability, including
food.
He passionately shared that we, as
parents, are to observe the child in their
own right. If the parent is apprehensive,
the child will feel apprehensive.
I really enjoyed the reverence in the
room and felt all parents present opened
their hearts to him, gaining new tools and
insights into our precious little beings.
I look forward to more evenings like
this where we can share in our learning
about the special souls we are privileged
to be nurturing in this world.

!

!
A WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW
2014
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

!

President: Sophie Heard
Secretary: Jen Henderson
Treasurer: Peter Birkkjaer
Fundraising Coordinator: Aya Emery
Maintenance Coordinator: Pam Freeman
Newsletter Editor: Xiola Nolan

Warmly,
Sher Manu.
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In the garden
- biodynamics In Term 1 Periwinkle staff made the Biodynamic Preparation 500, with Early Childhood
colleague and Biodynamic educator, Sandra Frain.

The children applied the freshly
made preparation, ‘500’, to the
garden the following day. It was a
beautiful sight, to watch them
sprinkling the garden with a
‘magic potion’ to make it grow big
and strong. The children took to
their task with diligence and a
simple joy.
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In the garden
- biodynamics -

Stirring!and!applying!Valerian!Preparation!to!our!compost!heap.
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Periwinkle Preschool Annual General Meeting 11/3/2014

President’s Report

!

Firstly!I!would!like!to!say!thank!you!so!much!for!having!me!on!the!Management!Committee!for!
2013.!I!have!really!enjoyed!my!time!as!President!and!have!learnt!so!much!about!the!time,!eﬀort!and!
love!that!goes!into!Periwinkle!Preschool.!!
During!my!year!as!President!there!were!a!few!main!goals!which!the!Management!Committee!set!
at!the!beginning!of!the!year.!!
Fundraising!was!a!big!focus!of!2013.!We!had!four!fundraising!events!during!the!year!including!a!
movie!night,!charity!of!the!day!at!the!Byron!Sunday!Market,!a!Periwinkle!garage!sale!and!the!main!
event!of!the!year,!The!Periwinkle!Christmas!Fair.!In!order!for!these!events!to!be!achieved,!a!
fundraising!coordinator!was!needed.!Rosie!McKenzie,!put!up!her!hand!and!put!incredible!energy!
into!each!event,!making!them!all!huge!successes.!There!were!a!few!ﬁrst!times!in!this!story,!as!
Periwinkle!had!never!had!a!fundraising!coordinator!and,!except!for!the!Byron!Markets,!each!event!
was!a!new!idea.!Through!the!eﬀorts!of!Rosie!and!the!whole!committee,!an!amazing!$9000!was!
raised!for!Periwinkle.!I!would!deﬁnitely!recommend!that!Periwinkle!continue!to!elect!a!fundraising!
coordinator,!as!it!is!a!job!that!needs!to!be!ﬁlled!in!order!for!these!funds!to!be!achieved.!
Some!of!the!monies!raised!were!spent!on!expanding!the!Periwinkle!garden!with!new!fruit!trees,!
herbs!and!raised!garden!beds,!as!well!as!the!amazing!food!forest!out!the!back!of!Periwinkle.!Our!
Maintenance!Coordinator,!Cindy!Harris,!as!well!as!Inca’s!dad,!Kelvin!Daly,!worked!tirelessly!to!
achieve!these!outcomes!which!the!children!at!Periwinkle!will!continue!to!beneﬁt!from!for!!many!
years!to!come.!!
The!other!huge!achievement!was!the!Quality!Improvement!Assessment!that!took!place!at!
Periwinkle.!The!committee!was!fortunate!enough!to!be!a!part!of!this!process!and!sat!in!on!a!few!
workshop!sessions!with!staﬀ!to!recognise!potential!areas!for!improvement!as!well!as!document!
existing!quality!aspects!within!Periwinkle.!The!committee!all!recognised!the!huge!amount!of!work!
that!the!staﬀ!undertook!to!provide!a!very!high!quality!plan!to!the!assessor,!which!involved!a!lot!of!
time!and!eﬀort!outside!work!hours.!The!result!of!overall!exceeding!was!very!satisfying!to!staﬀ!and!
the!committee.!!
We!say!goodbye!to!Gerald!Anderson,!who!has!acted!as!Treasurer!for!4!years!running,!continuing!
to!ﬁll!the!role!after!his!children!moved!on!from!Periwinkle.!Thank!you!Gerald!for!your!amazing!
commitment!and!love!and!for!being!such!an!active!part!of!Periwinkle’s!management!committee.!
The!committee!and!staﬀ!worked!incredibly!well!together!with!so!much!ease!and!grace.!!We!all!
became!great!friends!and!I!feel!like!I’ve!learnt!so!much!from!every!one!of!them.!!We!were!all!
committed!to!seeing!Periwinkle!ﬂourish!and!to!support!its!growth.!!It!is!an!invaluable!asset!in!our!
community!and!I!feel!privileged!to!have!been!a!part!of!it.!!
Yours!Sincerely,!

!
!

Belinda(Southerden(
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Periwinkle Preschool Annual General Meeting 11/3/2014 cont…

Director’s Report

!

It is a pleasure to bring to you the overview of 2013. It is always exciting to be part of the
Periwinkle community and I believe we can be impressed with the standard of education being
oﬀered and the many achievements of the Parent Management Committee of 2013.	

National Quality Standards 	

The year was a very busy time as we prepared for our National Quality Standards assessment
and rating accreditation. The accreditation process was introduced at the beginning of 2012
and was a ﬁrst-time experience for preschools. It was a great eﬀort by staﬀ and management,
who used the opportunity to look thoroughly at all elements of the seven national standards
and do a complete audit of all aspects of operation. The highlight was an overall ‘Exceeding’
rating (the highest rating) for Periwinkle. We are exceeding in four of the seven standards –
Physical Environment, Staﬃng, Relationships with Children, and Collaborative Partnerships
with Families and Communities. We are meeting the other three standards: Educational
Program and Practice, Health and Safety, and Leadership and Management.	

A very special thank you to all who participated, especially the staﬀ and parents who attended
Saturday meetings and took on various tasks. I must especially acknowledge Abigail Sawyer,
who worked tirelessly with me over 18 months to rewrite & develop policies, and Jody Hewitt,
who took on the task of writing up the QIP for 2013 and the ﬁve-year-plan. This process has
now set a platform from which we can continually strive for Quality Improvement throughout
the whole operation of Periwinkle Preschool.	

Fundraising	

The year’s fundraising reached a new level. It was a huge success, not only in what was
achieved ﬁnancially (over $9,000), but also in the sprit of community that was created. So
many people came together and gave of their time and eﬀort so generously. At the beginning of
the year a new role of Fundraising Coordinator was taken up by Belle Southerden, President
of the PMC, and then handed on to Rosie McKenzie. Both did an amazing job and are to be
congratulated for what they were able to achieve with an enthusiastic and motivated team.
Again, thank you to all who put their energies into the many fundraising activities.	
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Fundraising events in 2013 included:	

•! Film evening at the Pig House ﬂicks	

•! Sunday market gate and cake stall	

•! Silk ribbon stall at Cape Byron Steiner School	

•! Garage sale	

•! Ice blocks sold after school on Tuesdays & Fridays in Term 4	

•! Christmas fair.	

The highlight – although every event had an amazing feel of support and community spirit –
was the Christmas Fair. It is hard to put into words the experience of the day. Periwinkle shone,
and all who came were swept up in the amazing mood, calm and joy of a true Christmas Fair
atmosphere. It was evidenced again how eﬃcient and professional our fundraising committee
had become. I know it is a dream of those involved that the fair in particular may become an
annual event. I encourage those of you who feel moved to be part of fundraising to put up your
hand, as it is certainly a very important part to ensure continual improvement and
maintenance of Periwinkle. 	

Already, the 2013 fundraising proceeds have contributed to the improvement of our grounds and
curriculum-focused food program. We have a new raised garden bed (part of establishing an
edible garden), retractable hoses, water taken to the back of the property, and a community
garden out the back gate which Kelvin has beautifully named the ‘food forest’. These projects
have been achieved under the guidance of our maintenance and grounds coordinator Cyndi
Harris, along with Kelvin Daly. This is an amazing eﬀort and a wonderful contribution to
Periwinkle. A very special thank you to everyone who contributed on both these projects. Two big
items still on the list are:	

•! new garden storage shed / laundry, and	

•! upgrade of the bathrooms.	


!
Management	

Periwinkle is a community-based preschool, and it is the eﬀort of many that enables it to
function and be the service it is. Words cannot express the gratitude I feel for the support, active
participation and generosity of spirit I experienced working with you all over the year.
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Much was achieved, friendships were forged, and it was demonstrated how much can be achieved
when human beings are able to work in a community where trust, respect and support is valued.
Thank you to the Parent Management Committee members of 2013 and to each family – your
contributions are very much appreciated.	

I would particularly like to acknowledge our executives for 2013: President, Bell Southerden,
Secretary, Aloma Raez and Treasurer, Gerald Anderson, all who worked tirelessly throughout the
year. It has been an absolute joy to work with you all. I would also like to express my sincere
gratitude and thanks to the many contributions all members of the management committee have
made. It is certainly a privilege to be able to work with people who are passionate to support and give
so generously of their skills to Periwinkle Preschool.	

Maintenance and grounds coordinator Cyndi Harris and her husband Daniel have also been very
busy and it reﬂects in how beautifully Periwinkle is now cared for. Cyndi has carried this role over
the past four years and I know is eager to support the new maintenance and grounds coordinator
into the role. Thank you so much Cyndi and Daniel – it is a huge contribution to the ongoing
organising and maintenance of Periwinkle.	

I also want to mention our Periwinkle newsletter and editor for 2013, Amber Greene. The newsletter
has helped to foster communication and relationships with both our Periwinkle families and the
broader Periwinkle community, including Cape Byron Steiner School, our friends and supporters.
Thank you Amber for all that you have given to this important role over the year. I encourage all of
you to consider what article you may be able to contribute. It is our newsletter and the articles can
only become richer as we feel comfortable to contribute. Thank you to those parents and staﬀ who
wrote for the newsletter during 2013.	

A special thank you to Andrew Norris, who has been fantastic with keeping the information on our
website up-to-date. It is a relief to have a professional, who we know and we can talk to, as
understanding the web is certainly very much out of my depth. 	

Curriculum	

The curriculum and how we can ensure best practice is always a major focus for me. 2013 saw the
continual deepening of the learning environment for the children based on the philosophy of Rudolf
Steiner and linking it to the National Quality Standards and Early Years Learning Framework. I
am passionate about the curriculum, which I believe should never be compromised – we truly need to
understand and appreciate the educational process of the young child through the formative years
and strive to meet these little people in a way that will support them to be active, independent
learners for life.
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The three aspects of Belonging, Being and Becoming are developing in all the domestic work
activities. In all the food preparation and eating together the children are deﬁning their identities
and their interdependence, establishing a sense of belonging. It allows for the children to be in the
here and now (Being), to be engaged with the joy and challenges of gardening, meal preparation,
packing away and cleaning up. The children are shaped by the many diﬀerent events and
circumstances that occur around the domestic work, providing the seeds for healthy eating choices
and life skills that will develop and change throughout life (Becoming).	


!

Parent Information nights, held once a term, are to give parents the opportunity to explore the
questions of your children and how we all as educators support their development. Those who came
gave me wonderful feedback on how helpful the evenings were for them as parents. I encourage you
all to come to these nights. It is not about families creating little Periwinkle environments at home
– it is about how we work together creating interdependent roles that foster and support the
diversity and culture of our community, which enhances all our children’s learning experiences. It
also supports both parents and teachers as educators of the children. 	

Periwinkle has worked with training institutions again this year, accepting students doing their
work placements, who have an interest in Steiner Education. This is always a two way learning
and I very much appreciate the opportunity to work with students who are excited, passionate and
devoted to becoming worthy teachers in the future. To them I say thank-you for the opportunity to
be part of their journey.	

Again this year the professional development budget has supported the enriching of the curriculum.
The Periwinkle College is now established, meeting from 4.30–6 pm every fortnight throughout
school terms. This is a time when as a staﬀ we focus our attention to the understanding of the work
of Rudolf Steiner and the implication for our daily work. This has been open to other Steiner
educators working in the area and this year Sandra Frain chaired the college. Throughout a very
busy time in her own life she maintained a commitment to her role as chairperson and as a staﬀ
we sincerely thank her for all her many gems of wisdom and gifts she brought to the role. 	

The following training was also provided: 	

•! CPR, Anaphylaxis and Asthma training – All staﬀ 	

•! Vital Years Rudolf Steiner Early Childhood 5-Day conference in Sydney – Ellon, Kellie
and Deb	

•! Biodynamic Gardening Workshop by Sandra Frain – Periwinkle families
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I thank the families of 2013 for entrusting their children to us and for the many contributions
you made over the year. It was truly something! The openness, trust and willingness to work with
the staﬀ was fantastic.	

It has also been heart-warming to hear from parents how their children have transitioned to
school. From what I am hearing, the children have been conﬁdent, excited and ready to take this
step to kindergarten.	


!

Capacity	

In response to our long waiting list and to keep our fees as low as possible, Gerald, our treasurer,
applied to the Department of Education and Community to increase Periwinkle’s maximum
numbers per day from 20 to 25. While this was granted, the committee agreed to only increase
numbers to 22 children per day. An increase to 25 children per day could not be achieved
without major changes to the building, furniture and staﬃng. I would like this decision to be
noted for the future, so that numbers aren’t increased to 25 without full consideration of the
implications and necessary adjustments.	

Staﬀ	

Importantly, I want to acknowledge the Periwinkle staﬀ of 2013: Marj our bookkeeper; Kishiko,
who keeps Periwinkle sparkling clean; our eurythmist Karen; and our teaching staﬀ Kellie,
Carina, Bess & Deb. They are a committed team who work tirelessly beside me, and I can assure
you they are all respected as co-educators of the children. Words cannot convey how much I
appreciate their commitment to their roles. 	

Again in 2013 the beneﬁt of working as a team was evident, considering each other’s input as we
journeyed along preparing for the accreditation process and continually enlivening our practice to
ensure all children in our care are supported as active participants of life-long learning. All little
children come with this enthusiasm and it is our responsibility to ensure they never lose this
curiosity and wonder to continue to learn. This I see as our duty as we continue to understand
what Rudolf Steiner really meant when he said, ‘The preschool years, the kindergarten years (the
years before formal schooling) are the most important of all in the education of the child.’ He also
said, ‘It is absolutely essential that before we begin to think, before we so much as begin to set our
thinking in motion, we experience the condition of wonder.’ 	

Carina left us at the end of the year to take up the opportunity of coordinator of the playgroups
at Shearwater Steiner School. Carina brought many pearls of wisdom and we appreciate all her
contributions to Periwinkle over the year. Although we have lost a valued staﬀ member, we are
delighted she has taken up this important role and it is a tremendous support for families before	
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they come to preschool. We look forward to continuing our relationship with Carina in this way.	

We have started the year with full numbers – 22 per day, 44 families in total – and I look
forward to welcoming the committee of 2014. I am sure this year will also bring a richness that
will further enliven Periwinkle Preschool, a special place that I feel is providing modern and
eﬀective education for the children of the 21st century. What a joy it is to be part of something
not only special but also very important for the coming generation.	

Thank you all .	

Ellon Gold	

Director	


!

Treasurer’s report

!

Firstly(I(would(like(to(offer(my(heartfelt(thanks(to(this(year’s(Management(Committee(for(
your(support(during(the(year.((I(would(especially(like(to(acknowledge(Belle(and(Aloma(for(
their(efforts(to(keep(the(committee(on>track(during(the(year.(((While(all(committees(vary(in(
approach,(based(on(the(individuals(of(the(committee,(last(year’s(committee(has(been(the(
most(organised(and(the(easiest(to(work(with(in(any(voluntary(organisation(I(have(been(
involved(with.(
I(would(also(like(to(acknowledge(the(efforts(of(Rosie(with(developing(and(organising(the(
years(fundraising.((Lastly(I(would(like(to(especially(like(to(acknowledge(the(efforts(of(Cindy(
and(Daniel(in(organising(the(Working(Bees(and(ensuring(the(grounds(and(facilities(are(the(
best.(Cindy’s(hands(on(efforts(over(a(number(of(years(have(produced(a(beautiful(
environment(for(Periwinkle(to(operate(in.(((
Budget'Position'
Periwinkle(Ginished(2013(with(an(operating(loss(of($4707.10.((This(was(a(reduction(of(
$15,230(on(the(previous(years(results.(
Income:''
Childcare(fees(received(from(parents(during(2013(increased(by(8%(to($141,360.((At(31(
December(there(was($4900(fees(outstanding.((This(is(in(line(with(the(carryover(last(
Ginancial(year(and(Marj(and(I(expect(that(the(outstanding(fees(will(be(fully(paid.(
Receipts(from(DOCS(are(in(line(with(funding(agreements.((During(the(year(a(one(off(
payment(was(provided(to(allow(for(a(reduction(in(fees(charged(to(parents.((This(was(used(to(
offset(fees(charged(for(eligible(households(during(the(year.((
Fundraising(was(very(successful(during(2013(raising($9,000(.((

!
!
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Expenditure:''
General(expenditure(items(are(in(line(with(expectations(and(have(roughly(tracked(the(
assigned(budget(allocation.(
Employment(Expenses(are(tracking(in(line(with(the(expected(budget,(having(increased(only(
1.5%(during(the(year.((It(should(be(noted(that(this(was(achieved(with(the(staff(agreeing(to(
forgo(payment(for(their(hours(spent(at(College(as(well(as(staff,(especially(Ellon(and(Kelly,(
putting(in(a(lot(of(unpaid(hours(to(complete(the(accreditation(process(and(to(produce(the(
Children’s(end(of(year(portfolios.(
Utilities(expenses(are(in(line(with(budget(and(previous(years(expenditure.((I(expect(this(will(
continue(now(the(solar(power(and(hot(water(is(in(place.(

!
Comments'on'Financial'Position'
To(address(the(ongoing(Ginancial(position(of(Periwinkle,(the(Committee(agreed(to(a(
restructure(of(the(fees(commencing(2014.((A(general(fee(increase(of(10%,((staged(to(increase(
5%(in(2014(and(a(further(5%(in(2015(was(passed.((The(fees(were(also(simpliGied(to(two(
bands.((Marj(and(I(have(been(working(with(families(effected(by(the(removal(of(the(middle(fee(
schedule,(and(if(there(are(still(families(who(feel(they(have(been(adversely(effected(please(
discuss(with(Ellon(or(Marj(in(the(Girst(instance.(((((
Our(aim(with(the(fee(increase(has(been(to(match(the(increased(operation(costs(of(
Periwinkle.((For(the(last(couple(of(years(the(increase(in(costs(has(been(rising(at(
approximately(6%(per(year.(((
At(the(same(time(the(Committee(successfully(sought(a(change(to(our(licensing(to(allow(for(
an(increase(in(student(numbers.((This(was(a(difGicult(decision(to(made(as(we(were(
cognoscente(of(the(risk(to(the(educational(outcome(achieved(if(the(student(/(teacher(ratios(
become(to(stretched.((The(licence(change(has(seen(the(addition(of(two(places(each(day.((This(
will(Glow(through(to(a(10%(increase(in(fee(revenue(and(from(June(this(will(be(matched(with(
additional(funding(from(Department(of(Education(grants.(
The(funding(received(from(Department(of(Education(is(now(calculated(with(a(new(
methodology.((This(has(seen(the(current(years(funding(increase(under(the(new(calculation(
methodology(from($116,000(to($135,987.(
Given(these(changes(I(believe(that(Periwinkle(should(be(close(to(achieving(a(balanced(
Ginancial(position(during(the(2014(and(2015(calendar(years.(
I'ask'that'my'report'be'seconded.'
I'ask'that'the'meeting'approve:'
•! the'2013'Financial'Statements'as'presented;'
•! the'Auditors'report'and'agree'to'payment'of'the'invoice.'

!
Gerald'Anderson
Treasurer(
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PERIWINKLE'CONTACT'DETAILS'
Periwinkle)Preschool
Sunrise)Boulevard,
Sunrise)Beach)Estate,)
Byron)Bay)NSW)2481
(02))6685)8898
info@periwinkle.nsw.edu.au)))))))))))))))))))
www.periwinkle.nsw.edu.au
Director:)Ellon)Gold

)

NEWSLETTER'SUBMISSIONS'
Periwinkle)parents)and)friends)are)invited)to)submit)
articles)and)photographs)for)the)newsletter.)Please)
email)submissions)to:)xiolalily@gmail.com)
Editor:)Xiola)Nolan)

SPONSORSHIP'WELCOME!'
Newsletter)sponsorship)is)$10)per)edition)to)be)
prepaid)by)EFT)or)cheque.))
Account)details:)
Periwinkle)Preschool
BSB:)082489
Account:)570447998)

DISTRIBUTION'
This)newsletter)is)distributed)by)email.)Past)families)
and)others)interested)in)Periwinkle)are)invited)to)
join)the)distribution)list.)

Dates for the diary

!

Term 2 Start- Mon 28 April
Curriculum Night - Wed 28 May
Queen’s Birthday Holiday - Mon 9 June
Term 2 Working Bee - TBA
Winter Spiral - Thurs 19 June (Please note
that preschool finishes at 12.30pm for
Spiral preparations)
Lantern Walk - Thurs 26 June
Term 2 End - Fri 27 June
Term 3 Start - Mon 14 July

A very warm thank you to all
who have made a contribution
to this newsletter! Our
Periwinkle community is all the
richer for it!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS'
Term)1)photographs)by)Ellon)Gold,)Xiola)Nolan,)Kellie)
Dean,)Gabby)Le)Brun

Wishing you a lovely autumn
holiday and we look forward
to seeing you again soon!
With love,
Ellon, kellie, Bess and Xiola
***
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